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Bill Gates, Steve Ballmer, Mike Maples, Paul Mar~tz,
Brad Silverberg
msdosmgr, braddir. Richard Fade
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US-DOS Team
MS-DOS 7 Strategy

The purpose of this memo is ~ present recommandations and dL~:uss
alternatives for MS-DOS 7. Some of our thlnidng has evolved a bit recently.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
MS-DOS 7~ should designed as essent~ly Chicago that boots up to a "c
prompt" (a vm) and doe.s not run Window= applications except for those
applicalions necessary for system onfiguration (example plug and play,
We do need to h~ve a MS-DOS 7 beceuse:
In Japan in p~tk~der, Window~ adoption t= trailing the rest of ~e wodct.
At least, one more strong version of MS.DOS is necessary for
competitNe masons=
For most of the rest of the wodd, MS.DOS 7 is more of a "protect the
flank strategy." We want to keep IBM and Novell off t~e desktop. We
also have a huge revenue steam at stake on tt~e off chance that
DOS remains lmportanL
Despite the sentimental reasons for a MS-DOS 7. neiffter of these masons
builds a strong businesScase for the product. Consequentty, we
mcommand adopting adevelopment philo~ophy where we spend as little
resources ss possible changing Chicago for MS-DOS 7. "t’~t is why, for
¯ example, we would not spend the considerable reso~.~es to rewrite Cl~lcego
system components w~ an MS-DOS UI for MS-DOS 7.
We should also consider a "MS-OOS 7 for Windows" producL This is a MSDOS add-on product for Windows users. For those who have read the
compar~on docume~ t~s is the MS-DOS Companion product, perhaps
combined with the "Maid" product desc~ib~ therein.
¯

i If Chicago 1=, ~lled "Windows ’95" or something stmllm" is pauJt’nl has ix~lul=tl~l, f~ this produ¢t
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Objectives

2

"

Lets assume the fo!lowing objeclJves for MS-DOS 7:
1. Profit
2. Keep Novell and IBM off the desktop with their MS-DOS clones
V/.~v~: ,~ 3. Show a commitment to US-DOS ~-/,1~,~ ,~’k~./t~
~ct vv~.~’~ The real importance of the third point is debatable but we I~e told
-,-,- z~ ~ ,f versmn of MS-DOS past MS-DOS 6.2 and so to some small degree our
The Akerna~e~
~..~’~v4,~,
"/’~ ~/. While some of ~hese could be done in combinalJon, them are basically the

. ,~’/~k.

~/’=’, ~J~,,~ following altemat|ves for US-DOS 7:

1) Chicago Neutered
Create a version of Chicago that esser~ally does almost everything
that ChiCago does except it would not run W’mdows appr~ca~ns.
Unnecessary components easy to remove, such as OLE would also
not be included. Exceptlo~ would be applications that ere necessary
for system configuration (example, plug ’n’ play). You would
specif’mally not re-write any part of Chicago for ~o~ unless you
absolutely have to.

’~’ .,~ . 7~
.~ ~~
I~
~
V,~
, -.,~/], ’.~.

.2)~ ~ild
Chi~go.
Neutered MS-DOS
+
#.r~- ,..~"&~
a stand-alone
7 product from Chicago technology.
Key parts of Chicago ~ed ~ Windows (pnp, mull~las~Jr~, etc.) wo~|d
be re-wdt~ ~ an ms-dos u~ and other ms-dos unique IL~c~o~alit~
f’.~ ~ _
MS-DOS 7 i= an add-on product for Chicago
4) Re~l Mode
Create MS-DOS 7 from the MS-DOS 6.2 code base
5) No MS-DOS 7
The Logic Behind recommending #1
#3 and #5 m not possibilities because Japan needs one more at
feast one more stand.alone version of MS-DOS for compet~tfve
reasons and because Novell ar~ IBM m material enough threats
that we do not want to only have 6.2 to keep them off the desktop.
# 4 IS not recommended because it i= inconsistent with Chicago and
not as strong s product as #1 while taking more incremental effort
MS 0121068
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¯ #2 is not a good choice because it is a lot more work than #1 and is
not likely to garner a matedal amount of extra revenue. Plus this
product will take longer than #1 and be harder to localize.
¯ , "~

Chicago Neutered gives us the best combinal~on of a strong, timely product
that is easy to localize and requires the minimum amount or resources. It
0~f~rces the MS-DOS and Chicago teams to work closely together to ensure
~
~ ’ ~d,~" ~" t;~xcaltent MS-DOS compatibility for Chicago and it also reinforces the
fL~ ubiquitousness of Windows ,inca MS-DOS contains Windows components.
Jf~" ’ its main downfall is that the press will quickly realize that MS-DOS 7 is a
t,z, jv~
version of Chicago. There will be some disappointment in our unwillingness
to rewrite key components forMS-DOS. However, if priced properly and
"~
handled well with .the press .(we decided to give people the new technology
rather thanrewrite it and give them some~ing less) it seems like a minor
complaint given Chicago’s strengths.
Appendix A summarizes some of the differences between Chicago Neutered
and Chicago Neutered +.

Business Model
The key question to ask is who would buy a stand-alone MS-DOS 7? There
seems to be two basic audiences:
¯ The hard core MS-DOS users who hates VV’mdow=
¯ The PC manufacturer who is too cheap to spring for e higher
Windows royalty
Neither group is large. In fact, over 80% of MS-DOS 6 Upgrade customers
in the US use Windows. In Europe, ~ number is believed to be higher. It
is hard to imagine that there will be any material number of customers who
do not use Windows and are active software buyers that would be interested
in M~-DOS 7.
VV~ule it is difficult to forecast the MS-DOS 7 business, a reasonable
business case for is below:.

To~l Units

800

l~100

!,900

of~Arodd
~ l~-v/lJu~t
Upgrade l~v/Uuits

$16
S50
.1’~

Tot~ ~t,wcaa¢ OF..M
Tot~ ~,=~= u~a=
Total ~

lo~/9~

SH.4M
sto.o~
$24.4M

$16
S40
U~

Total

of Wmdd
S4.$M $I 9.2~d
~o.oM ~o.oM
$24.8M
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But what about the business case for a MS.DOS add-on for
Chicago?
It is reasonable to assume that there are a moderate number of Windows
users who are comfortable and or like certafn aspect of MS-DOS or who
would enjoy better support for their ms-dos applications in Chicago. The
latest data the windows group has is unfortunately May 1992 but it does
show heavy usage of the command line by windows users.
win 3.0 us~

edv

int

novice

frequenUy
sometimes
seldom

43%
20%
33%

64%
13%
20%

36%
24%
34%

25%
23%
48%

never

4%

3%

6% ¯

4%

Although, command line usage has and will go down over time (particularly
without this product), we think this can be about as big as the MS-DOS 7
business (with higher upside).
Volume

Volume
6M

7.00~

420,000

$40 $16.SM

25M
25M

2.50%
1.00%

625,000
250,000

$40 $25.M
$2 $.5M

Upgrade

New PC= ’
OEM
Total

Unit
Revenue

Total

Channel Annu~ Penetration
V~ndow=

1,295,000

The decision to do this product depends somewhat on the overall strategy
for Chicago currently being discussed, regardless of the final strategy
though we shou.id consider this very seriously. Revenue potential is good
because we have 13 years of usage and brand name building to leverage.
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Appendix 1 - Chicago Neutere~ vs. Ch~:ago Neutered +.
Chicago neutered refers to Chicago base modified to disallow VV~ndows
apps whil~ still allowing GUI system components (control panel, PNP,
w~nhelp, etc.) and third party soflware for add-in hardware. Some
components which are easy to drop are also excluded (OLE for example).
In addition some of the cool components (example Explorer extensions)
discussed for the MS-DOS 7 for VVindows product (see next section) would
probably be added if we do go ahead and do this product.
Specifics on how this would be implemented are not yet defined (a list of
ideas is provided below). Estimated development estimate for this approach

The majority of the OS code is common with Chicago. This substantially
reduces the development/test effort and the possil~lity of
incompatibilities between the products.
Avoids writing major new components to be CUI (shell, task manager,
master Installer, setup, help). WdUng these components would be
especially difficult since they are being designed for Windows and

still being modified in Chicago.
Powerful OS for MS-DOS app~.ations
We get the benefits of plug and play, Vxd architecture, etc. in MS-DOS 7
We could run MS-DOS apps windowed and cut/paste between ~em.
Fo!|owtng ere some ideas on how we might disable GUl appilcations
while retain!rig the ability to run system components:.
1. Have WinExec search a defined list of allowable GUI programs
before completing an Exe¢.. If the program isn’t in the ~ don’t allow
¯ the Ex=~ One Issue with thls approach is that we would need a way
~ .,~_~. to add rmmes to the list so that programs for .dd-in hardware would
work (ped~ps they couldbe added via PHP configuration).
IJt ea .CPL flies run (this would allow conVol panel components to
be run)
3. Only let one (or some low number) GUI program run at a t~me.
4.. Umit memory for GUI .pp= (e.g. enough for ontrdi panel
components, but not enough for app$).
5. Remove or resV~ some lm~ API (e.g. iim/t .r~ of classes,
6. I.Jmlt number of entries in a ilstbox, IT~nited edit ~ls. Remove
certain ctesses.
MS 0121071
7. Eliminm or restrict some DLL’s (common dialogs, etc.). CONFZD~’NTZAL
8. No DDE/OLE
9. No Pdnt Subsystem (or possibly there, but only for MS-DOS apps)
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10. Disable a]l printing from GUI apps other than system components.
11. Limit number of Windows~Classes a GUI program may have.
12. Limit number of DLI.s.
13. Limit number of fixUps, Exports, and Imports.

14. If possible, eliminate 32-bit subsystem (may not be possible due to
shell and other components being 32-bit).

Chicago Neutered +
This is a modified version of base Chicago with character UI (CUI)
components to replace all necessary Windows components in base
Chicago. Neutered+ cannot run any GUI apps (unless Windows 3.1 is
installed). This approach is complicated by the fact that the Chicago
components are being designed/developed in parallel. A rough esfdmate is

that this approach would.re<luke at least the current MS-DOS program
management, test, and development teams from now’unB three months
after Chicago ships. Very rough developmaot estimates (don’t include test

and program management) for the work are listed below. There are
certainly other issues that haven’t occurred to us yet given our acldifJor~ 6.2
Rough
Development
Estimate (person-

Tasks

months)
Plug and PImp.
F-xplorer components to
accas~’edit
Configuration manager, &
Master Installer
Control Panel:
Ports, mouse, Devica
Memory, Task Priority
,Setup/Backup (it is
I00~ GUI in Chicago)
Help viewer (or convert winhelp
files to quickhelp)
SheWTask Manager
Program Manager and
PIF ed]tm’
Registry F_d~tor

-12
-1
,,,4
-2
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VBA batch language extensions
Instead of adding scattered batch enhancements, as in MS-DOS 5 and 6,
one possibility is simply to include the VBA interpreter and modify
COMMAND.COM to allow the calling of VBA functions from batch files and
support passing in of environment variables as parameters.
Maxcompress
An off-line utility to maxcompress a DoubleSpace drive, assuming we can
solve the patent issues.
Screen Slyer b~t¢h file execution
Allow the user to define a batch file to nJn when the semen saver turns on.
We would provide pre.set batch files that ran Mmo:omptess, Scanclisk and
Defrag.
The Maid
The maid is util’~y designed to dean .up hard dLsk ctut~er, It would be a
bundle of heudstlc~ that could, for example:
Put up a list of all files not accessed in the last 6 months
Delete all *.TMP and ".BAK files
Pare down Chicago to a minimal Install, laptop install,.home Insta!l, etc~
Remove all modem-based Chicago files on a system that doesn’t have
Dupr~cate files
Duplicate functionality, such as Srnartdrv/HimendEMM3~ in M::X:)S and
\Windows
You could get mo~ aggressive ~KI even try to bl~d a database of files and
what they do. ~ would help people know what ~u they could delete.
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